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INTRODUCTION & PURPOSE 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Nothing in this manual is intended to supersede or contradict the San Diego Police Department 
Policy and Procedures, or any Department Order or Bulletin, which constitutes Department 
policy, promulgated by the Chief of Police. 
 
It is essential that uniform procedures be established and maintained.  The purpose of this 
manual is to ensure consistency among all members assigned to the Vice Unit.  The term 
“Member” will be repeated throughout this manual and will represent all personnel assigned to 
the Vice Unit.  It will be the responsibility of each member assigned to this unit to be aware and 
comply with all of the procedures set forth in this manual. Changes to this manual will be made 
as deemed necessary by the Unit Lieutenant.  Each member will ensure his or her copy is 
current.  Inspections will be made periodically. 
 
Some areas are considered confidential and are not to be copied or released without a 
supervisor's approval.  This information will be in bold type to denote that it is 
confidential. 
 
Each member will maintain access to a current copy of this manual via the “G” drive under Vice 
Ops/Ops Manual. No changes will be made to the Operations Manual without expressed 
permission from the Unit Lieutenant of Operations. 
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I. Mission 

 
A.  The Mission of the Vice Unit is to maintain peace and order by providing the highest 

quality police services. 
 

II. Goals 
 

A.  Be a specialized resource to all police personnel. 
 

B.  Fairly and equitably enforce applicable local, state and federal laws. 
 
C.  Enforce Municipal Code violations of police-regulated businesses. 

 
1.  Adult Entertainment 

 
2.  Consumer Protection 
 
3.  Juvenile Protection 
 
4.  Entertainment 
 

D.  Collaborate with stakeholders to improve the quality of life in the communities we 
serve.  

 
III. Functions of Vice Operations 

 
Police-regulated businesses are divided into four categories – Adult Entertainment, 
Consumer Protection, Juvenile Protection and Entertainment.   

 
A.  Adult Entertainment- Figure Studio, Outcall Nude Entertainment, Peep Shows, 

Bingo, Nude Entertainment, Card Rooms, and Casino Parties. 
 
B.  Consumer Protection- Auto Dismantlers, Advertising, Secondhand/Pawn Shops, 

Ticket Brokers, Street Patrol, Near Beer, Swap Meets, Massage Businesses, Firearm 
Dealers, Money Exchange, Holistic Health, and Secondhand Bikes.  

 
C.  Juvenile Protection- Amusement Establishments, Arcades, Bowling Alleys, Pool 

Rooms, and Tobacco. 
 
D.  Entertainment- Promoters, After Hours Entertainment, Entertainment Establishments 

and Single Event Entertainment.   
 
Other activities regulated by the Police Department are:  
 
E.  Gambling - which includes illegal horse race and sports betting, illegal card and dice 

games, plus other gaming law violations, such as illegal animal fighting. 
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F.   Prostitution - which includes street prostitution, pimping/pandering, inspection and 
investigations of massage parlors, outcall, escort, and massage businesses and  hotels 
suspected of prostitution activities, and investigation of complaints received from 
citizens. The Vice Operations Unit will coordinate with the Human Trafficking Task 
Force (HTTF) on cases that lead to victims being trafficked for sex and/or labor.   

 
G.  Pornography - which includes the investigation of illegally printed and distributed 

material and pornographic obscenities. 
 

H.  The enforcement of Alcohol Beverage Control (ABC) laws and the inspection of 
premises licensed by the State of California for the sale of alcoholic beverages. The 
N.A.V.R Sergeant, or designee, will serve as the project manager for any grants 
awarded by the ABC.     
 

I.   The enforcement and investigation of gaming violations such as illegal betting  pools, 
slot machines, video slots, Las Vegas or casino nights and bingo. 

 
J.  Special emphasis is placed on seizing second- and third-party profits unlawfully 

obtained arising from any of these enterprises. 
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I. Office Hours 
 

A. Office business hours are Monday through Friday, 0800 hours to 1700 hours. 
 
II. Work Hours 
 

      A. All members must have their work hours and days off approved by their Supervisor. 
 

      B. Sworn supervisors will work a 4/10 plan.  Administrative sworn supervisors may 
work a 4/10 or a 5/8 plan, if desired.  Days off will vary to meet the needs of the Unit. 

 
      C. Civilian supervisors will have the option of working the 36/44 plan or the 5/8 plan. 

Days off are generally Saturday/Sunday.  Hours will vary to meet the needs of the 
Unit. 

 
      D. Detectives will work the 4/10.  If approved, a 5/8 plan may be worked.  Days off will 

vary. 
 

      E. Support staff will have the option of working the 36/44 plan or the 5/8 plan.  Days off 
will generally be Saturday & Sunday.  The civilian supervisor (Senior Clerk Typist) 
must approve any adjustments of hours or days off. 

 
III. Telephones & Faxing 
 

      A. Members should provide their individual work telephone numbers to people in order 
to reduce the incoming calls to the support staff. 

 
      B. Voice mail will always be activated and used.  Voice mail greetings will be 

professional, businesslike and cordial.  Whenever a member is absent from his/her 
desk, the phone will be placed on forward to voice mail.   

  
      C. When using the fax function of the copier, a cover sheet must be used.  

 
      D. The support staff is responsible for checking incoming faxes throughout the day and 

placing the incoming faxes in the appropriate member’s mailbox. Confidential faxes 
will be protected and secured accordingly. 

 
IV. Opening/Closing the Office 
 

All members will ensure the general security of the office.  Any confidential material 
shall be secured.  Any food or beverages left out (unsealed) will be disposed of.   

 
V. Work Areas 
 

A. Each member of the unit is responsible for the appearance of the office and his/her own 
workspace and desk.  Workspaces will be maintained in a clean, businesslike and 
professional manner. 
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1.  No material will be displayed which is of questionable taste and nothing will be 
displayed which has the potential of making any person uncomfortable by its 
presence. 

   
2. A LIMITED number of decorative items and personal pictures may be displayed 

on walls; however, they must be properly framed, neatly arranged and should 
enhance the overall professional appearance of the office. 

 
B. Suspects, victims, witnesses or others with whom the detectives are conducting 

business WILL NOT BE LEFT ALONE AT ANY TIME.  They will be escorted at all 
times and brought to the interview room to conduct business.  

  
1. Ingress and egress to this interview room will be done only through the door next 

to the room, strictly limiting the person’s view of the detectives’ work area, the 
sergeants’ offices and the lieutenants’ offices.   

 
2. At no time will they be brought into the work area of Vice Operations, Permits 

and Licensing or the administrative staff.   
 
VI. Conduct 
 

 A. Conduct in the office will be businesslike and professional at all times.   
 

B. All members will set a positive example, meet job-related standards of performance 
and strive for professional development. 

 
C. Violations of EEO policies, the Threat Management Policy, or any other 

Department Policy or Regulation will not be tolerated and must be reported 
immediately to a supervisor. 

 
VII. Attire 
 

A. Attire for all members will be professional, businesslike and in good taste in 
accordance with Department Procedure 5.10. 

 
       B. Members should not give presentations to the public, attend business meetings 

with other agencies or attend any function or event representing the Unit in casual 
attire unless authorized to do so by a supervisor.   

 
 C. Vice Administration and Operations personnel will wear business attire and 

casual clothing depending on the designated enforcement posture (general or 
casual).  

 
 
 
 
VIII. Visitors 
 

      A. No unauthorized person(s) will be allowed into the detectives’ work area without 
permission or escort.  Each detective is responsible for his or her visitor(s), 
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applicant(s) or guest(s).  No visitor will remain unattended in the work area.   
 

      B. Confidential material, files, reports, notes, etc, will not remain in plain view when 
visitors are present. 

 
 IX. Confidential matters 
 

       A. All members assigned to this Unit full time, part time, and temporarily, will adhere to 
the confidentiality of all information at all times and will not discuss any confidential 
information outside this Unit.   

 
       B. With the exception of the Chief of Police, Executive Assistant Chief, Assistant Chiefs 

of Police, the Investigations I Captain or the Police Human Resource Director, no one 
outside this Unit or not permanently assigned to this Unit, will be allowed to review 
any confidential material, files, and/or reports.   

 
V. Files 
 

A. Every member of this Unit is responsible for ensuring all files are secured and 
protected. 

 
      B. When a file is removed from the file drawer, an “out” card must be filled out and 

placed accordingly.   
 

C. Files should not be removed from the office without a supervisor’s approval. 
 

XII. Security and Office Entries After Business Hours 
 

      A. Permanently assigned members to Vice Operations are authorized twenty-four hour 
access to the office.  This does NOT include volunteers, temporary light duty officers, 
clerical pool or other employees without a supervisor’s approval. 

 
      B. The office will not be left unlocked when no Unit member is present.   
 
 

XIII.   Electronic Security Access Cards and Office Keys 
 

      A. Each member permanently assigned to Vice Operations will be issued a personalized 
access security card and one office key.  The card must be used in lieu of an office 
key.  The key is a backup in the event the electronic access system fails.  

 
     B. Numbered keys will be issued to each member by a Unit supervisor.  The Unit will 

maintain a list of keys issued. 
 

     C. The Senior Clerk Typist must immediately notify Police Human Resources when an 
individual is transferred from the Unit or begins an extended leave of absence.  The 
card will be deactivated from access to the Vice Office.  Office keys must also be 
turned in. 

 
     D. Security of the issued access card and key are the responsibility of each member.  
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Lost, stolen or misplaced cards or keys must be reported immediately to their Unit 
supervisor, regardless of the time or day.   

 
1.   A Unit sergeant will notify Police Human Resources to deactivate the card 

and issue a new card.  If after normal business hours, a Unit sergeant will 
notify Communications to deactivate the card.   

 
2.   Unauthorized entries or attempted unauthorized entries are recorded in the 

security system computer located in Police Human Resources.  Forced entries 
are also reported. 

 
 E. Unit supervisors will hold periodic inspections of security access cards and keys.  

 
XI. Callback Roster 
 

      A. The Unit Senior Clerk Typist will maintain an up-to-date master callback roster for 
the unit.  A copy will be provided to each supervisor as changes occur.   

 
      B. It is the responsibility of each member to notify the Senior Clerk Typist and their 

supervisor immediately of any changes to residence, home telephone number, cell 
phone number or pager number.   

 
      C. The Unit Senior Clerk Typist will check with each member prior to every shift 

change to ascertain if changes are needed. 
 
XV. Vacation / Days off / Sick days 
 

       A. All vacation days, days off, training days, 11-86 assignments or any other absences 
from work will be approved in advance by a supervisor.  Requests must be submitted 
on the proper form, and once approved, the member must enter the information in the 
Red Book.  The supervisor will go enter the electronic Red Book and approve the day 
off. 

 
       B. Sick time must be reported by 0700 hours (for days) or by 1600 hours (for nights) on 

the shift that will be missed.  Each member must notify their supervisor.   
 
       C. If their supervisor is not immediately available, the member should inform another 

supervisor, indicating the nature of illness and a phone number of where they can be 
reached during the day.  The employee must call back to ensure the message was 
received.  The Watch Commander can also be contacted in the event a unit supervisor 
cannot be located. 
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I. Uniforms  
 

A. All sworn members are required to maintain a complete, regulation uniform in 
accordance with Department Procedure 5.10.  The uniform must be kept at Police 
Headquarters in the event of an emergency. 

 
B. In addition to the appropriate business attire for detectives, detectives are 

authorized to wear casual attire during covert investigations.  A holster and a 
department-approved firearm and/or duty belt must be worn with casual clothing 
in the field. 

 
II. Equipment 
 

A. Equipment requirements for detectives are also delineated in Department 
Procedure 5.10 and the Uniform Specifications Manual regarding authorized 
civilian attire while on duty.   

 
B. At all times while on duty, members will carry on their person, their badge, 

handcuffs, identification card, and a Department-approved handgun with 
authorized ammunition. 

 
III. Firearms 
 

A. While on duty, detectives will always carry or have in their immediate possession, 
their Department-approved firearm and ammunition.  Detectives working covert 
operations must have immediate access to their firearms, unless working a 
massage, prostitution, or escort detail that is monitored by a Unit supervisor.   

 
B. Firearms will never be cleaned, loaded or unloaded in the office.  
 

V. 800-Megahertz/700-Megahertz Portable Radios 
 

A. Members must take their portable radios in the field.  Vice 1 is the main frequency 
used for operations.  Vice 2 may also be used at the discretion of Vice detectives. 

 
B. Radios will not be loaned to anyone outside the Unit without a supervisor’s 

permission.   
 

C. Radios that are lost or stolen will be reported immediately to a Unit sergeant.  A 
Unit sergeant will immediately report the loss to Police Communications.  The 
member who lost the radio will fill out the proper forms or crime reports.  See 
Department Procedure 2.1. 

 
 

D. Radios that are damaged will be reported as soon as practicable.  An ARJIS 9 report 
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will be prepared and the proper notifications will be made to have the radio repaired 
as soon as possible. See Department Procedure 2.1. 

 
VI. Vehicles 
 

A. The following personnel have authorization to take home a Department vehicle.  
Members taking vehicles home must comply with and adhere to Department 
Procedure 1.16. 

 
1.  Unit Lieutenant. 

 
2.   Members assigned to the Emergency Negotiations Team (ENT) are authorized 

to use a Department take-home vehicle when they are on callback status.  The 
member must advise their supervisor of their callback status, the expected 
duration of their callback status and the vehicle they will be using. 

 
3.  The Human Trafficking Task Force (HT) sergeant has on-call responsibility 24/7 

that is shared between HTTF supervisors. The FBI provides the take-home 
vehicle along with re-imbursement for the sergeant’s wages. To alleviate the 
burden of 24/7 on-call, the remaining two operations sergeants are authorized 
to fill in for the HT sergeant, as needed. (See Section I for further) 

 
4.  Two HT detectives have on-call responsibility. The FBI provides the take-home 

vehicle along with re-imbursement for the detective’s wages.  
 

5. Vice Operations is responsible for investigating all other vice-related 
crimes/incidents that do not meet the H.T.T.F. criteria.  Sergeants should be 
called from a field sergeant only for cases /incidents involving:  

 
a. Prostitution that does not meet the H.T.T.F. call-out procedures criteria. 

 
b. Gambling crimes/incidents requiring the additional expertise of the Vice 

Unit. 
 

c. Crimes/incidents involving violations in police-regulated businesses and 
Alcohol Beverage Control licensed premises that would require the 
immediate assistance of the Vice Unit. 

 
d. Any other Vice-related crimes/incidents that the Vice Unit can be a 

specialized resource. 
 

e. Call-outs will be at the discretion of the on-call sergeant and will be 
evaluated prior to initiating a callback. 

 
6.  Members taking vehicles home must comply with and adhere to Department 

Procedure 1.16.  (See Section I for further) 
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7. A Unit supervisor will assign vehicles to teams. 

 
8. No vehicles will be loaned out without a supervisor’s approval. 

 
9. Unit vehicles will be operated and maintained in accordance with Department 

Procedure 1.12.  Members are specifically prohibited from operating any city 
vehicle at any time when their driver license is expired, suspended, etc, or when 
their ability is impaired through medication or chemical use.   

 
10. No vehicle will be driven out of the county without prior approval from a Unit 

supervisor. 
 

11. Members will ensure their assigned vehicle or any Unit vehicle they use is clean 
and adequately fueled when returned.  All vehicles will be locked when 
unoccupied. 

 
12.  Any damage and/or vehicle accident involving a city vehicle must be reported 

immediately to a Unit supervisor.   
 

13.  Vehicles assigned to the Vice Unit will be parked in assigned spaces on P-1. 
 
B.   The San Diego Police Department (hereinafter referred to as the SDPD) and the San 

Diego Human Trafficking Task Force (hereinafter referred to as the HTTF) have a 
memorandum of understanding to investigate, identify and arrest individuals 
involved in the interstate recruitment, transportation, prostitution, advertising and 
sexual exploitation of victim minors within San Diego County and metropolitan 
areas. 

 
1.   The HTTF provides leased vehicles to four SDPD officers who are federally 

cross-sworn and deputized officers.  The vehicles will be utilized for 
investigative purposes and surveillances and used only by the assigned officer.  
The officer will return the vehicle immediately to the FBI upon cessation of 
the employee’s assignment to the HTTF.  The assigned officer shall return the 
vehicle to the FBI in the same condition as received, less normal wear and 
tear.   

   
2.   A member will immediately notify his/her immediate supervisor if involved in 

an accident of any nature or damage is discovered.  The SDPD supervisor will 
notify the FBI Legal Unit and the HTTF supervisor of any accident or damage 
involving the vehicle within twenty-four hours. 

 
3.   The FBI will incur all vehicle costs to include leasing fees, fuel and 

maintenance at no cost to SDPD.  
 
C. Toll Roads 
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1.  Tolls are collected for all vehicles on any California toll road.  Drivers of any 

San Diego Police Department vehicle, other City, State of California, 
“exempt” plated, or marked emergency vehicle must pay a toll fee, except in 
certain limited circumstances. 

 
2.  The South Bay Expressway (SBE) toll road has exemptions that are limited to 

the following:  
 

a. Marked police units may use the SBE during emergency situations.   
 

1.)  Officers shall notify Communications of the SBE use and 
Communications will enter that information into the CAD 
incident report.   

 
2.)  In addition, the driver officer shall notify Operational Support 

within four days after SBE use so the Department can rectify 
invalid violations and associated fees. 

 
b. Officers may use the SBE in a Department vehicle during surveillance 

operations.   
 

1.)  Officers shall notify Communications of the SBE use and 
Communications will enter that information into the CAD 
incident report.  

  
2.)  If this is not practical, officers shall notify their supervisor.  In 

addition, the driver officer shall notify Operational Support 
within four days after SBE use so the Department can rectify 
invalid violations and associated fees.  

 
c. Officers may use the SBE for certain police activities deemed necessary 

for official police business with prior approval from their Commanding 
Officer.   

 
1.)  Operational Support will provide commands with a limited 

number of transponders according to their needs for this 
purpose.  Transponders automatically validate vehicles passing 
through the SBE, therefore no notifications are required.  

 
2.)  In order to receive a transponder, a memorandum will be 

prepared by the Unit’s Commanding Officer that will include 
justification for its use.  The memorandum will then be routed 
to the Operational Support Lieutenant for equipment issuance. 

 
3.  This procedure is not intended to limit the use of the SBE during emergency 
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responses or in cases where officer safety would be jeopardized.  However, 
officers engaged in police activity that is exempt from the toll shall use the 
FasTrak lanes, unless impractical due to operational needs or tactics. 

 
4. Violations of the SBE toll that do not fall within the listed exemptions shall be 

the driver’s responsibility. 
 
5.  Employees who drive City vehicles and require personal or non-exempt use of 

the SBE may purchase their own transponders or pay for each occurrence, as 
needed. 
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SECTION IV 
 

GENERAL OFFICE DUTIES 
 



_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
I. The Vice Operations Unit consists of one Lieutenant, four Detective Sergeants and fourteen 

Detectives. 
 

 
A. LIEUTENANT 

 
1. Provide the Chief of Police and Department Chief Officers with current 

information on Vice conditions/problems, as they exist in the City. 
 

2. Maintain liaison with law enforcement agencies, other Department units and 
local prosecuting agencies on matters of concern. 

 
3. Keep current on developing trends and new enforcement techniques in the 

Vice enforcement field. 
 

4. Determine and prioritize Unit objectives and develop methods to obtain those 
objectives.  

 
5. Submit the monthly expense sheets of the Unit to the Commanding Officer by 

the 10th of each month. 
 

6. Supervise four sergeants. 
 

7. Supervise, evaluate and ensure all members comply with all Department 
Policies and Procedures.  In addition, ensure that all members are moving 
forward with the goals and objectives of strategic planning and community 
policing. 

 
8. Be responsive to community leaders and act as a resource to all service areas 

and Department members. 
 

9. Ensure the Vice Unit is in compliance with all regulations, policies and 
procedures, including all EEO policies.   

 
10. Handle complaints regarding Unit supervisors. 

 
11. Approve all requests for training classes. 

 
12. Ensure the Vice Unit operates within budgetary and overtime constraints. 

 
13. Approve all requests for out of town trips and expenditures. 

 
14. Provide guidance and counseling to all personnel on an ongoing basis. 
 
15. Perform all other duties normally associated with a Lieutenant’s responsibilities 

as established by the Personnel Director and expectations of the Department. 
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B.    DETECTIVE SERGEANT 
 

1. Prepare evaluations on detectives ensuring attendance, accountability, work 
performance, and compliance with all Department Policies and Procedures, 
including EEO policies. 

 
2. Be responsive to community policing and act as a resource to community 

leaders and Department members in assigned service areas.  Strive to 
accomplish strategic goals and objectives. 

 
3. Ensure all members assigned to the Unit are in compliance with all regulations 

and laws pertaining to investigations. 
 

4. Determine the need and provide supervision for special details such as “john” 
details, minor decoy operations and special enforcement operations.  

 
5. Assign citizens’ complaints on vice-related issues.  

 
6. Provide direction and guidance on investigations. 

 
7. Provide guidance, training and career counseling to all detectives. 

 
8. Monitor and coordinate the Unit's caseload for detectives.  Ensure cases are 

completed in a timely manner and in the proper format. 
 

9. Process and approve monthly expense reports. 
 

10. Conduct stand-up inspections as required per Department Policies & 
Procedures and the Inspections Manual.  

 
11. Assume responsibility for ensuring security of the Vice office and the 

confidentiality of the information and files contained therein. 
 

12. Liaison with City Attorney representatives. 
 

13. Liaison with Alcohol Beverage Control investigators. 
 

14. Perform all other duties normally associated with a sergeant’s responsibilities 
as established by the Department. 

 
15. Participate in the Prostitution Impact Panel (P.I.P.) 

 
16. Ensure all equipment (eg. body wires, monitors, etc.) are inventoried monthly. 
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C. VICE SUPERVISORS: 
 

The Night Vice sergeants are responsible for the supervision of three teams of Vice 
investigators.  Each sergeant is assigned specific areas of responsibility.  The duties of the 
Night Vice sergeants include the following: 

 
1. Prepare monthly work schedules and a nightly Activity Log. Ensure the daily 

journal data is completed. 
 

2. Monitor Vice-related activities occurring in the city and direct enforcement, 
with an emphasis on street prostitution and ABC violations. 

 
3. Strive to meet the goal hours for police-regulated businesses. 

 
4. Review all completed investigations and crime reports. 

 
5. Determine the need for and provide supervision for special details such as 

"john" details, minor decoy operations and special enforcement operations.   
 

6. Provide intelligence information to the Vice Lieutenant and appropriate 
investigative units. 

 
7. Respond to citizen complaints. 

 
8. Provide and account for monies used in Vice operations. 

 
9. Monitor the use and development of informants. 

 
10. Attend community meetings to assist in directing investigations toward 

solving community problems. 
 

11. Attend patrol lineups to determine area command needs for support. 
 

12. Maintains overall responsibility for investigations related to outcall/escort 
services, massage parlors, pornography, nude entertainment, 
pimping/pandering and prostitution. 

 
13. Maintain Unit equipment and inventory list. 

 
15.    Ensure monthly expense reports are complete and saved on the “G” drive. 

 
 

D.  DETECTIVES 
 

1. Conduct comprehensive vice-related investigations in accordance with this 
Operations Manual and Department Policies. 

 
2. Be responsive to community policing issues and act as a resource to community 
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leaders and Department members in assigned service areas.  Strive to 
accomplish strategic goals and objectives. 

 
3. Complete all cases in a timely manner and in the proper format. 

 
4. Maintain a case log for tracking purposes. 

 
5. Assume responsibility for security of the Vice office and the confidentiality of 

the information and files contained therein. 
 

6. Maintain skills in the use of all Department computer resources as they apply 
to investigations. 

 
7. Maintain, and have immediately available, a complete uniform and all required 

equipment. 
 

8. Attend required Department schools and training classes (Basic Investigations, 
POST Vice Investigations, Confidential Informants, and Surveillance 
Training). 

 
9. Performs other functions as directed by a Unit sergeant or lieutenant. 

 
10. Be familiar with all contents and objectives of this Operations Manual. 

 
11. Perform all other duties normally associated with a detective’s responsibilities 

as established by the Department. 
 

12. Assist other Department units in the investigation of sexually related crimes, as 
needed. 

 
13. Maintain an ongoing liaison with the Department's Criminal Intelligence, Sex 

Crimes and Child Abuse Units. 
 

14. Maintain ongoing liaisons with local, state and federal agencies, with regards 
to criminal activity in the area of police-regulated industries and enforcement. 

 
15. Attend patrol line-ups to determine need for support. 

 
16. Attend community meetings to keep current on neighborhood priorities and 

needs. 
 

17. Prepare reports to support criminal complaints through the City Attorney's 
Office or the District Attorney's Office. 

 
18. Develop outside sources of information, through citizens and informants, 

pertaining to vice-related crime. 
 

19. Participate in other undercover investigations, as directed. 
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20. Gather and disseminate intelligence regarding the sales of narcotics in ABC- 

licensed premises. 
 

21. Assist area commands in problem solving efforts where support is requested 
and/or Vice expertise is indicated. 

 
22. Ensure monthly expense reports are complete and saved on the “G” drive. 

 
 
E. SPECIFIC VICE DETECTIVE DUTIES 
 

1.  Lotteries/Gambling/Gaming  
 

a. Investigate complaints of illegal lotteries. 
 

b. Conduct undercover inspections of card rooms. 
 

c. Investigate complaints against card rooms. 
 

d. Investigate reports of bookmaking and other illegal gambling.  
(Organized crime,  money laundering, etc.) 

 
e. Liaison with other agencies involved in investigating illegal gambling. 

 
 

2.  In Call/Outcall/Escort Services 
 

a. Conduct routine and frequent undercover inspections of outcall/escort 
agencies. 

 
b. Conduct investigations into illegal activities and complaints associated 

with escort services. 
 
 

3. Massage Parlors 
 

a. Conduct routine and frequent undercover inspections of massage 
businesses. 

 
b. Conduct investigations into illegal activities and complaints associated 

with massage parlors and their potential involvement in organized crime. 
 

4.  Adult Entertainment 
 

a. Coordinate and conduct routine inspections of Adult Entertainment 
Businesses with Vice Administration personnel.   
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b. Conduct investigations into illegal activities and complaints associated 
with Adult Entertainment. 

 
c. Conduct investigations into illegal activities and complaints associated 

with adult entertainment and other sexually related acts occurring or 
promoted on the Internet and social media. 

 
5.  Pimping/Pandering/Prostitution/Human Trafficking 

 
a. Conduct long-term investigations of organized prostitution activity. 

 
b. Conduct investigations of pimping and pandering. 

 
c. Maintain an ongoing liaison with area stations concerning prostitution 

problems.  Provide support and expertise in addressing these problems.  
Conduct joint investigations with area station officers, when appropriate. 

 
d. Investigate complaints of prostitution. 

 
e. Enforce prostitution activity by conducting “John Details”, “B Girl”, 

and undercover operations. 
 

6.  ABC 
 

a. Inspect, regulate and enforce Alcoholic Beverage Control laws as they 
pertain to all premises licensed by the State of California. 

 
b. Inspect, regulate and enforce laws pertaining to premises licensed by the 

City and under the direct supervision of the Chief of Police, such as 
arcades, card rooms, pool halls, peep shows, massage establishments and 
theaters. Conduct undercover operations in the listed establishments. 

 
c. Conduct covert and overt operations to enforce Alcoholic Beverage 

Control laws as they pertain to all premises licensed by the State of 
California. 

 
d. Gather and disseminate intelligence data pertaining to organized crime 

involvement in ABC and City-licensed premises. 
 

e. Conduct investigations of other vice-related offenses. 
 

 
F. TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT 

 
1. Schools and Training 

 
a. All members are encouraged to improve their professional knowledge 

through attendance at Department-approved schools.   
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b. All permanently assigned detectives should attend the Basic 

Investigations Course, P.O.S.T Vice Investigations Basic Course, and 
Surveillance and Informant Training.  If classes have been previously 
attended, Unit supervisors will evaluate the need for update training.  

 
c. Supervisors will regularly provide or arrange training sessions ranging 

from Regulatory Violations, Ordinances, Legal Updates, procedures or 
policies, updates on officer safety issues, and/or any other job-related 
skills. 

 
d. A Unit sergeant and Unit lieutenant must approve all requests for 

schools/training classes. 
 

e. Menu courses may be attended by Unit personnel on an 11-86 basis 
with sergeant’s prior approval.   

 
2. Training for New Detectives  

 
The following procedure applies to newly assigned detectives: 

 
a. The Vice Operations training list for new detectives should be utilized 

by supervisors to ensure the new member is given a Unit orientation.  
 

b. The new member will be scheduled for the first available P.O.S.T Vice 
Investigations 40-hour course - Surveillance and Informant Training. 

 
c. On the first day in the Unit, the new detective will meet with their 

supervisor and expectations will be discussed.  A Performance Plan will 
be explained and signed. 

 
d. In addition, responsibilities, goals, objectives, duties, job standards, 

attendance, work hours, and other related tasks will be discussed.  A 
copy of the Operations Manual will be provided.  

 
e. A checklist has been developed to ensure the necessary skills have been 

introduced (Addendum A). 
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Addendum A 
VICE OPERATIONS 

NEWLY ASSIGNED MEMBER TRAINING LIST 
 
New member 
 

I.D. 
 

Today’s Date 
 
 

New members supervisor name Training member assigned by supervisor 
 

 
 Met with Supervisor and Lieutenant (expectations) 

 
 ___ Days off, work hours, supervisor, duties, vehicle assignment, etc. 
 

___ Goals & objectives of the unit, including goals of strategic planning 
 
 ___ Confidentiality policies 
 
 ___ Review Employee Performance Plan (update plan)  
 
 ___ Overtime policy, Sick leave procedures, T.O. procedures 
 
 ___ Added to call back roster (Verify pager #, home phone) 
 
 ___ Issued security access card and office key.   Key #__________ 
 

 Provided Operations Manual ________________________________________________ 
 

 Scheduled for P.O.S.T Vice Course, Surveillance Training and Confidential Informants 
(submitted training request form) ______________________________________ 

 
 Introductions to Senior Clerk Typist(civilian supervisor)__________________________ 

 
 Introduction to support staff  ________________________________ 

 
 Tour of office  (introductions, equipment, file room) _____________________________ 

 
 Location of forms, copier, supplies, etc., _______________________________________ 

 
 Code 100 Procedure/Earthquake/emergency procedures 

 
 Criminal History checks with ARJIS, County & SUN  __________________________ 

 
 Submitting a case /Proper format  ___________________________________________ 

 
 Team Leader Responsibilities_______________________________________________ 

 
 Other__________________________________________________________________ 

 
New Member ________________________________________  Date _________________ 

Signature 
 
Training Detective  _______________________________  Date completed _________________ 
 
Reviewed by new members supervisor: ___________________________ 

 Placed in Divisional file 
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G. RELEASE OF FILE INFORMATION 
 

1. The Custodian of Records for the Unit is the Unit Lieutenant.   
 
2. Security 

 
All information contained in our office, unit records, and database records, 
is to be considered confidential and is to be treated as such at all times.  All 
files will be protected and secured at all times.  When a file is removed from 
the file drawer, an “out card” must be filled and placed accordingly by the 
person removing the file.  The file must also be signed out in the sign out 
book located on top of the filing cabinet.  

 
3. Release of Information 

 
a. In order to protect the confidentiality of our files and records, no 

information should  ever be released to anyone who is not authorized by 
law or by Department policy.   

 
b. Giving any person the right to see such information, who is not authorized, 

and who does not have a right and a need to know, gives up the protection 
against disclosure to any other person who requests the same information.   

 
c.  For this reason, all files and records will be protected and secured at all 

times. 
 

4.  With the exception of the Chief of Police, Executive Assistant Chief, or 
Investigations I Captain, no one outside this Unit or not permanently assigned 
to this Unit, will be allowed to review any confidential files, material and/or 
reports without approval from a supervisor or in accordance to this Operations 
Manual. 

 
H.  PURGING FILES 

 
1. Purpose 

 
    a. Files are kept for specified periods of time.  The purpose of purging files 

is two-fold:  The first consideration is to reduce the volume of stored 
paperwork kept by this Unit, and the second purpose is to prepare the 
files for placing the information on CD. 

 
b. The Unit Senior Clerk Typist has the responsibility of ensuring the files 

are purged according to policy. 
 

c. No files will be purged without expressed approval from the Unit 
Lieutenant. 
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SECTION V 
 

ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES 
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I. ENFORCEMENT CONDUCT 

 
A. ENFORCEMENT POSTURE 
 

1. Vice Unit investigators will use a combination of  overt and covert tactics while 
enforcing laws and regulations.  

 
B. OVERT INSPECTIONS 
 

Investigators will be dressed in appropriate attire.  They will immediately identify 
themselves with a police business card and/or police identification card. Overt 
inspections will focus on permits and license inspections of police-regulated 
businesses.  

 
C. COVERT INSPECTIONS 

 
1. Investigators will be dressed in casual clothing, as necessary, while conducting 

covert inspections and/or enforcement.   
 
2. Detectives will work in a covert capacity while seeking regulatory or criminal 

violations.  The purpose of such inspections is to arrest or cite individuals or 
businesses for any violations.  

 
D. USE OF ALCOHOL 

 
1. Investigators will not drink alcoholic beverages while on duty unless on a 

covert assignment and only then with the specific approval of a supervisor.   
 
2. Investigators will not drive a motor vehicle when their driving ability has 

been impaired through the ingestion of medications or alcoholic beverages.  
If alcoholic beverages are consumed, it will be done in moderation.  The 
employee shall notify a supervisor when alcohol has been consumed.   

 
3. Investigators generally will not take enforcement action after consuming 

alcohol or while under the influence of alcohol. 
 

E. STRIP/TOUCH POLICY  
 
1. Operators shall not intentionally touch exposed or covered genitals (or 

breasts on females) of suspects (excepting lawful searches incident to an 
arrest). 

 
2. During the investigation of in-call and outcall prostitution, officers should 

make every reasonable attempt to obtain sufficient evidence to support an 
arrest, without being totally nude.   

 
3. Officers shall not intentionally touch the genitals (or breasts on females) of 
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suspects. Nudity is an expected practice in legitimate massage businesses.  
Investigators may be totally nude during the investigation of a massage 
establishment if sufficient evidence to support an arrest has not been 
previously obtained.   

 
4. Officers should conclude their inspections as soon as safely possible after 

obtaining sufficient evidence to support the suspected violation of the law.   
 
5. This should be discussed with a supervisor, if at all possible, prior to conducting 

the operation.  Many of the cases may be rejected because of the officers' 
nudity. 

 
6.  If suspects attempt to engage officers in prostitution, officers shall terminate the 

contact as soon as it can be done safely.  Officers will not engage in sexual 
conduct while working in an official capacity. 

 
F. INFORMANT CONTROL 

 
All informants will be documented and utilized in accordance with Department and 
Special Operations policies and procedures.  For further information, refer to 
Department Procedure 3.16. 
 
 

A. The Custodian of Records (Vice Operations Lieutenant) will maintain a list of 
informants. 

 
1. The list of active informants will be reviewed on six (6) month intervals by the 

Custodian of Records to include warrant checks. 
 

2.  If the informant has not been active for a six-month period, he should be 
deactivated. 

 
3. The Informant Activity Log will be used to record all activity with the informant.  

This includes payments, telephone calls, meetings, and names of the personnel 
present. 

 
a. The original log will be maintained by the managing detective until the 

log is full or the informant is deactivated. 
 

b. Entries will be made by the managing detective as they occur. 
 

c. A copy of the activity log will be submitted to the team sergeant with the 
Monthly Expense Report.  The copy will be forwarded to the Custodian 
of Records for inclusion in the CI file. 

 
d. Each month, an updated copy of the activity log will be inserted in the 

informant’s file unit the original log is filled and submitted. 
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B. Informant Payment Procedures: 
 

1.  An informant may be paid a maximum of $40.00 for a controlled narcotics buy 
or a telephone “order up”.  

 
2. An informant may be paid an additional sum of money if he contributes 

additional information. 
 

3.  The team supervisor will make the determination if the informant is to receive 
additional compensation for their work. 

 
 

III. INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION 
 

A.  One of the prime functions of officers assigned to the Vice Unit is to develop sources 
of information and to provide other units with intelligence information. 

   
1. Investigators are encouraged and expected to submit intelligence information 

(interoffice communication or Officers’ Reports) on a frequent basis, regarding 
information and/or matters of concern to this Section or any other investigative 
unit.  

  
2. All communications should be directed through a Unit sergeant to the Lieutenant. 

 
IV. INVESTIGATION PROCEDURES  
 

A. See Department Investigations Manual.  
 
 
V. SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS FUNDS  
 

A. Special investigations funds exist to defray costs incurred during an investigation which 
are not specifically covered by the Police Department budget or other special fund.  
Special investigations funds are generally used to: 

 
1. Pay informants 

 
2. Pay for contraband 

 
3. Pay for miscellaneous expenditures necessary to facilitate an investigation, 

including expenses incurred while meeting with informants and citizen sources 
in public and private locations. 

 
4. Pay for miscellaneous expenses incurred while meeting with law enforcement 

organizations and groups necessary to facilitate the exchange of information 
relating to criminal activities 
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5.  Investigators receiving special investigations funds will not mix their funds with 

their personal money.  Investigators will not use their personal money to pay 
informants or any other case expense. Detectives will not use their special 
investigations funds for any other purpose than those listed above. 

 
VI. PAYMENT/EXPENDITURE AUTHORIZATION 

 
A.  Investigators should seek prior approval for any expenditure, if the expenditure could 

be viewed as a questionable one. 
 

1. Unit sergeants may approve single expenditures up to $200.00. 
 

2. The Unit Lieutenant can approve single expenditures up to $500.00. 
 

3. All expenditures over $500.00 require the approval of the Unit Captain. 
 

4. The Special Operations Assistant Chief will be consulted if there is any doubt 
about the appropriateness of the amount, nature or justification for expenditures. 

 
 

B. Record Keeping/Expense Sheets 
 

1. Investigators will maintain monthly Investigations Fund Expense Sheets.  They 
will continue to submit monthly expense sheets until funds have been returned 
or expended. The reports will be stored on the Department “G” drive. 

 
C. Documenting Expenditures 

 
1. All investigative fund transfers must be documented on both the expense sheet 

of the person distributing the money and the expense sheet of the person 
receiving the money.   

 
2. Each entry must include an explanation of the transaction.  The "Reason for 

Transaction" space should include the purpose of the expenditure and any 
applicable case number, booking number, etc. 

 
D. Receipts 

 
1. Receipts are required for some investigative fund expenditures.  This includes 

any gas charges, investigative purchases, payments to informants, etc.  The 
receipt must include the investigator's name, identification number, description 
of purchase and the applicable case number.  Any receipts are to be attached to 
the monthly expense sheet.  

 
2. In the event a receipt cannot be obtained without compromising an investigation, 

an individual expense report must be completed and submitted for approval.  The 
report will accompany the monthly Investigations Fund Expense Sheet. 
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E. Expense Sheets 

 
1. Investigators authorized to use undercover funds will submit a monthly 

Investigations Fund Expense Sheet to their sergeant at the end of each month.   
 
2. The sergeant will check the report for accuracy, determine if the expenditures 

were appropriate, and ensure the expenses are properly documented. The 
completed reports will be stored on the Department “G” drive. 

 
F. Informant Payments 

 
1. An Informant Payment Voucher will be completed for all informants who receive 

funds regardless of the amount paid.  PAYMENTS TO INFORMANTS WILL 
BE MADE ONLY BY THE MANAGING DETECTIVE AND WILL BE 
WITNESSED BY ONE ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATOR.  INFORMANTS 
WILL SIGN A RECEIPT AT THE TIME OF PAYMENT.  For further 
information on the Informant Policy, refer to Department Procedure 3.16. 

 
 

G. Lost Investigative Funds 
 

1. All lost or unrecovered investigative funds must be documented.  The detective 
in charge of money lost during an investigative operation will complete a "Lost 
Investigative Fund Report".  A detective who loses his or her undercover 
funds will immediately notify his or her supervisor and prepare a formal 
lost property report.  After review and signature by a supervisor, a copy of the 
report will be attached to the detective's monthly Investigative Fund Expense 
Sheet. 

 
H. Use of Fictitious credit cards, gas cards and Driver's License 

 
1. Fictitious cards and licenses are to be used for identification purposes only.  
  
2. The Unit commander will review the monthly statements and they will be 

retained for one year from the date of receipt.   
 
3. Personnel are never to run a fictitious driver’s license in the computer 

system.  Any activity will initiate an investigation by the State of California 
DMV and the CIU Lieutenant will be notified. 

 
4. When necessary, fictitious gas cards may be used for the purchase of gasoline 

only.  The detective using the card will note his or her name, identification 
number and correct vehicle license number on the charge slip.  After review by 
a supervisor, the receipt will be forwarded to Fiscal Management. 
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VII. SAN DIEGO COUNTY LAW ENFORCEMENT INTER-AGENCY NOTIFICATION  
  

The nature of undercover narcotics investigations and the proliferation of task forces and 
teams involved in cross-jurisdictional surveillance and various types of enforcement 
emphasize the importance of an accepted protocol for inter-agency notifications. 

 
VIII. FIELD CONTACT/CONFRONTATIONS 
 

A.  Because plainclothes/undercover officers are not readily identifiable as law enforcement 
officers, contacts between them and uniformed personnel include the potential for 
confrontation.  The primary responsibility for avoiding or defusing this risk lies with 
the non-uniformed officers(s). 

 
Their behavior when contacted by a uniformed officer is critically important.  The 
following suggestions are intended to assist avoiding or alleviating the tension possible 
in such contacts: 

 
1. Where direct confrontation with suspects is anticipated, the officers involved in 

the contact should wear clothing (such as standard Department-issue 
undercover/raid vest with the word POLICE clearly printed on it) that clearly 
identifies the officers. 

 
2. When not clearly identified as a police officer, the undercover officer should 

carry his/her firearm well-concealed rather than partially or completely exposed 
to view. Officers will also have their badge and Department identification readily 
available. 

 
3. When stopped, officers will identify themselves verbally and indicate where 

credentials and weapons are located. 
 

4. Follow the instructions of the uniformed officer explicitly. 
 

5. Avoid any sudden movement, which could be interpreted as suspicious or 
threatening.  Keep hands in sight and open. 

 
6. Comply with any requests of the uniformed officer without hesitation. 

 
7. Be prepared to provide the phone number and name of a supervisor or other 

agency member who may be contacted for verification, as requested by the 
uniformed officer. 

 
IX. UNPLANNED EVENTS 
 
Recognizing the changing nature and direction that investigations may take, service agencies may 
find it necessary to enter into a venue agency's jurisdiction without prior coordination.  In such 
instances, the venue agency will be notified as soon as possible, conforming to the above 
procedures. 
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SECTION VI 
 

Operation Planning 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
I.  “JOHN” DETAIL 
 

A.   PURPOSE 
 

1.  A “john” operation is a decoy operation targeting the customers of 
prostitutes.  It is one of the more productive operations conducted by night 
vice.  

  
2.  When planned and run properly, it can result in a high number of arrests 

and sends a clear message to the community of the Police Department’s 
commitment in fighting street prostitution. 

 
B.  OVERVIEW 

 
1. The operation will take place at a location deemed to be the most safe and 

effective depending on the circumstances.  “John Details” may take place 
in front of a motel where police operators will occupy motel rooms.  

 
2.  One room may be occupied by operators and will be used to write 

declarations and reports.  
  
3.  A second room may be occupied by an arrest team used to pat down, cuff, 

FI and inventory the prisoners.  
  
4.  A third room may be used to process the prisoners, i.e. complete arrest 

top sheets, booking slips and prisoner questionnaires.  
  

5.  Operators will stand on the street at the designated location or in front of 
the motel. Vice detectives will be positioned on the street acting as “eyes.”  
The “eyes” will keep the operators in sight at all times.  

  
6. When potential customers (johns) contact these officers and solicit or agree 

to an act of prostitution, the operator will direct the “johns” to a pre-
determined location and give a signal to the “eyes” that the john has 
committed a misdemeanor and is subject to arrest. The “eyes” will 
communicate this information to the arrest team.   

   
7. The arrest team will arrest the “john”.  The arrest team will then 

photograph the “john” with the operator for later use in court, if 
necessary. 
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8. The operator may write a declaration and report, if necessary.  Another 
operator will go out and take the place of the first operator.  The arrest 
team will search, handcuff and inventory the personal property of the 
prisoner.  They will then turn the prisoner over to the processing team 
who will then complete the paperwork and prepare the prisoner for either 
cite and release or transport to County Jail. 

 
9.  Prisoner vans may be used in this operation.  When enough prisoners 

have been processed to fill one van, it will transport them to County Jail.   
 

II. ENFORCEMENT PROTOCOL 
 

A. COVERT VS. OVERT 
 

1. A “john” operation is a covert operation.  Women police officers 
pose as prostitutes and interact with prostitution customers (johns).  
If a solicitation or an agreement to an act of prostitution is obtained, 
the “john” will be arrested. 

 
2.  If the elements for the crime are met, the detectives have the 

following choices for disposition: Cite and release, Transport to jail, 
Request for Notify Warrant. 

 
B. STRIP/TOUCHING POLICY 
 

1. It is the policy of the San Diego Police Department that female personnel 
will not expose themselves, nor will they touch any exposed private part of 
any “john”.   

 
2. Operatives will not get into any vehicle.  It is the responsibility of the 

operative to ensure they are in a position of safety. 
 

C. SUPERVISOR RESPONSIBILITY 
 

1.  Supervisors will schedule a “john” detail and assign a team leader 
prior to a planned operation.  

  
2.  Supervisors will ensure members of the “john” detail do not violate 

Department Policy and that the detail is run with a maximum 
emphasis on safety.  

  
3.  Supervisors will also review and sign arrest top sheets, reports, 

declarations and any other documents requiring a supervisor’s 
signature. 

 
4.  Upon completion of the “john” detail, the supervisor will prepare 

and disseminate a press release and/or incident report. 
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D. PLANNING/TEAM LEADER RESPONSIBILITY 

 
The success or failure of a “john” detail lies in the planning and preparation. 
There are a great many details that must be addressed well in advance of the 
operation. 

 
E. LOGISTICS 

 
1. Arrest top sheets, booking slips, property inventories, property bags, 

bag labels, and vehicle impound forms, Watch Commander booking 
logs, a table and snacks will be provided by the Vice Unit.   

 
2. Since there is a great deal of work that must be accomplished the day 

after the operation, a “john” detail should not be scheduled on day 
four of the four-day work week.  

  
3. Transportation to and from the operation location will be provided 

by the Vice Unit.   
 

4. The location should be the area highest in prostitution activity.  If the 
“john” detail is run out of a motel, site availability should be 
preplanned.  
 

5. Ideally, three adjacent rooms are should be utilized in the operation 
and should be reserved well in advance of the operation.  
  

6. The room assignments are as follows:   the operative room, the arrest 
room and the processing room.  Reservations should be made at least 
two weeks in advance to ensure these rooms are available on the 
night of the operation.   

 
7. The team leader should expect to pay for these rooms, as they may 

not be provided “complimentary” by the establishment.    
 

F. PERSONNEL 
 

1.  Officers should be recruited as operators.  To this end, a recruiting 
letter should be sent out to all police officers who have an interest in 
Vice Operations.   

 
2. Vice Administration officers could be recruited to inventory and 

impound the prisoners’ vehicles.   
 

3.  Additionally, patrol officers should be recruited from the Division in 
which the operation is taking place to drive “scoop” vehicles and 
comprise the arrest team.  Calling a patrol sergeant and asking for 
volunteers can normally accomplish this.  
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 4. Due to staffing concerns and as a matter of courtesy, the affected 
Service Area Lieutenant should also be notified. 

 
 

G. EQUIPMENT 
 

1. Prior to the “john” detail, the Vice Unit could obtain a prisoner van.  
Patrol (scoop) units could be provided by patrol officers assisting in 
the detail. 

 
H. AFTER ACTION 

 
1. The team leader is responsible for checking all the arrest packages 

for accuracy and completeness.  
 

2.  The team leader will present the packages for review to a Vice 
supervisor and then forward the packages to the City Attorney for 
prosecution.   

 
3. Letters of commendation should be prepared for all, when 

appropriate. 
 

 
III. STREET PROSTITUTION 
 

A.  PURPOSE 
 

1. Operations targeting street prostitution go to the very heart of the Vice 
section.  This is the single area where the community will realize the most 
impact and the prostitutes will experience the greatest enforcement 
deterrence effect.  It is designed to focus on, and arrest, street prostitutes.   

 
2.  An operation targeting street prostitutes is known as a “Street B,” or 

more simply, a “B” operation.   
 

B. OVERVIEW 
 

1. The operation will take place wherever street prostitutes are found.  
  
2. Essentially, operators will pick up prostitutes in their car or will approach 

them on foot.  They will then attempt to get the prostitutes to solicit or 
agree to an act of prostitution, at which time they will be arrested.   

 
C. ENFORCEMENT PROTOCOL 

 
1. A street “B” operation is a covert operation.  
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2. Vice Detectives will pose as customers (“johns”) and attempt to get 
prostitutes to solicit or agree to an act of prostitution.   

 
3. If a solicitation or an agreement to an act of prostitution is obtained, 

the prostitute will be arrested. 
 

4.  If the elements for the crime are met, the detectives have the 
following choices for disposition: Cite and release, Transport to jail, 
Request for Notify Warrant. 

 
 

D.  STRIP/TOUCHING POLICY 
 

1. It is the policy of the San Diego Police Department that male personnel will 
not expose themselves while in public.  

   
2.  The inside of a vehicle is considered to be in public.  
  
3.  Prostitutes will often attempt to get an operator to expose him or herself 

in order to prove they are not police officers.  Operatives must anticipate 
this and have a cover story prepared to tell the prostitute why they cannot 
expose themselves. 

   
4.  Prostitutes will often expose their breasts or crotch area and request the 

operator to touch these parts in an attempt to prove they are not police 
officers. 

 
5. Operators shall not intentionally touch exposed or covered genitals (or 

breasts on females) of suspects (excepting lawful searches incident to an 
arrest).   

 
6. It is generally okay for male operatives to allow a prostitute to touch him 

in the crotch area through his clothes only.  Skin to skin touching by a 
prostitute to an operative’s crotch area is prohibited.   

 
7.  Operators must remember they might be called upon to testify to such 

activity in open court and should limit their activity accordingly. 
 

E.  SUPERVISOR RESPONSIBILITY 
 

Due to the possibility of accusations of impropriety, supervisors must actively 
supervise any operation where a prostitute gets into an undercover vehicle 
with an operative.  

 
F. PLANNING/TEAM LEADER RESPONSIBILITY 

 
A team leader should be assigned to coordinate a street “B” operation.   
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G. PERSONNEL   
 

1.  At least one supervisor and as many operative/undercover units as 
deemed necessary should be available for a “B” operation.  

 
2. In addition, detectives/officers should generally be in a marked police 

unit designated as a “scoop” unit.    
 

 
H. VEHICLE OPERATIONS 

 
1.  Detectives driving undercover cars will drive along whichever street 

has been designated until a potential prostitute is seen. 
   
2. One vehicle will take a position to observe the prostitute and act as 

an “eye”.  The other detective will become the operator.  All other 
undercover vehicles and the “scoop” should remain out of sight.   

 
3. When the “eye” is in place, the operator will drive up to the 

prostitute and offer him/her a ride.   
 

a. The operator should ensure their radio is off and hidden from 
sight.   

 
b. If the prostitute gets into the operator’s car, the “eye” will 

broadcast this to the remaining units.   
 
4. The remaining units, with the exception of the “scoop”, will then tail 

the operative using accepted tailing techniques.   
 
a. The cover unit (s) shall always keep the operator’s vehicle in 

sight. 
   
5. If, for some reason, the cover units lose sight of the operator and are 

unable to find him/her, they shall return to the vicinity of where the 
prostitute was picked up.  

  
6. The operator will never drive down an alley or get on the freeway.  

The operator should attempt to get the prostitute to solicit or agree 
to an act of prostitution.  

  
7. Once this is done, the operator shall give a pre-arranged signal to the 

cover units that a crime has been committed.  The cover units shall 
broadcast this information to the “scoop” unit, who will then execute 
a vehicle stop of the operator and take the suspect into custody.   

 
8. If the operator sees the cover units have lost them, they will drive 

back to the vicinity of where the prostitute was picked up until a 
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cover unit again sees them. 
 
 

I. PEDESTRIAN OPERATIONS 
 

1. From time to time, it may be more effective to approach the 
prostitute on foot, rather than in a vehicle.   

 
2. Again, cover units must always keep the operator in sight.   
 
3. A pre-arranged signal will be given by the operator once a 

solicitation or an agreement to an act of prostitution has taken place, 
and the “scoop” unit will execute a pedestrian stop and arrest the 
suspect. 

 
J.  POST ARREST  

 
1. Once the “scoop” has three prisoners, or a reasonable period of time 

has passed, the “scoop” will meet with the operators to get 
declarations and transport the prisoners to Las Colinas Women’s 
Detention Facility.  

 
 

IV. OUTCALL NUDE ENTERTAINMENT / INTERNET POSTINGS 
 

A. PURPOSE 
 

The purpose of regulating “Outcall Nude Entertainment” is to maintain the 
integrity of the industry and to deter those who engage in illegal activity. 

 
B. OVERVIEW 

 
1. The Vice Unit will enforce and regulate those laws that pertain to 

prostitution and permits and licensing issues.   
 
2. Special emphasis will be placed on deterring criminal activity. 

 
3. The following pages will cover the responsibility and guidelines for 

investigating and conducting inspections related to activities in the 
“Outcall Nude Entertainment” industry and the posting of “escorts” on 
internet websites.   

 
C. ENFORCEMENT PROTOCOL 

 
1. COVERT 

 
a. Covert operations are essential to maintain the “checks and 

balances” of the industry.   
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b. A covert operation is for the purpose of evaluating (in an 

undercover capacity) if the entertainers and agencies are adhering 
to city and state regulations.   

 
c. A detective will pose as a customer to obtain the services of a “nude 

entertainer” and/or “escort” on internet postings. 
 

 
2. OVERT 

 
a. Overt inspections are designed to maintain a working relationship 

between Vice Operations and the Nude Entertainment business.   
 
 

b. Overt inspections should be geared toward the day-to-day 
operations of the business, to ensure their licenses and permits are 
up to date. 

 
D. STRIP/TOUCH POLICY 

 
1.  During a covert inspection, the entertainer may require the operator to 

prove he/she is not affiliated with law enforcement.  This is usually known 
as “getting comfortable”. 

 
 2.  It is at the discretion of the operator whether or not he or she is 

comfortable disrobing. 
 
 3. It is the policy of the Department to allow operators to disrobe completely 

in a private room during an undercover operation.   
 
4. Under certain instances, an entertainer will request an operator to touch 

them to additionally prove the operator is not a law enforcement officer.   
 
5. Outcall Nude Entertainers, or “escorts”, will often expose their breasts or 

crotch area and request the operator to touch these parts in an attempt to 
prove they are not police officers.   

 
6. Operators shall not intentionally touch exposed or covered genitals (or 

breasts on females) of suspects (excepting lawful searches incident to an 
arrest). Skin to skin touching by a nude entertainer to an operator’s 
crotch area is prohibited.   

 
7. Operators must remember they might be called upon to testify to such activity 

in open court and should limit their activity accordingly. 
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E. SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

1. A supervisor must be present during the operation to ensure all policies 
and procedures are followed.   

 
2. If any allegations arise, they will be investigated immediately.  Supervisors 

will monitor operations using surveillance equipment.   
 
3. Supervisors are to assist with making an arrest of a nude entertainer.  He 

or she will be the second person on the entry team when a female detective 
is available. If no female detective is available, the supervisor will be the 
first person to make contact with the suspect. 

 
F. OPERATIONAL PLANNING 

 
1. The planning of a Nude Entertainer operation is an involved process that 

should be well thought out regarding locations, dates and logistical 
considerations. 

 
E. TEAM LEADER 

 
1. The team leader (TL) shall secure the required number of hotel rooms 

prior to the operation.   
 
2. Having alternate locations (another hotel reserved) enables the team to 

keep operating when the Nude Entertainment businesses notify each other 
of police operations.   

 
3. The TL is responsible for the surveillance equipment including, wires, 

monitors and recording devices and all paperwork necessary for 
processing the prisoners. 

 
F. OPERATORS 

 
1. Operators should start emailing and calling entertainers and massage 

technicians to secure appointments.  
 
2. Operators will pose as customers of the entertainer.  The entertainer may 

quiz operators on why they are in town or why they are calling for an 
entertainer.  Operators should have some cover story to be able to 
convince the entertainer of this.  

 
3. Operators should come prepared to act out their cover.  If you are coming 

from out of town, you should have an overnight bag with clothes and 
toiletries. The story should be rehearsed ahead of time so when a question 
is posed, the operator does not stumble or stutter the answer.   

 
4. Operators should remember to change the name on the room to match 
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their UC identity.   
 
5. Operators should obtain undercover e-mail addresses to communicate 

with entertainers. 
 

G. PERSONNEL 
 

1. To ensure and maintain the integrity of an escort/outcall nude 
entertainment operation, a minimum of three detectives and one 
supervisor should be utilized.   

 
2. Nude entertainers often bring “drivers” who collect their fees.  
  
3. There should be substantial personnel to effectively offer cover and 

surveillance if someone leaves the premises with Department funds.  
  

H. LOGISTICS 
 

1. Items needed to complete the operation include all paperwork for booking 
a prisoner into jail (booking slips, declarations and property slips).  

 
2. If ample personnel are available, the operator and another officer should 

transport the prisoner to county jail to allow the operation to continue.  
 

 
I. EQUIPMENT 
 

The following items are required when conducting an operation. 
 

1.  Surveillance Equipment 
 

a. Wire, extra batteries 
 
b. Monitors, extra batteries 
 
c. Recording equipment, extra batteries  

 
2. Processing paperwork 
 

a. Arrest top sheets 
 
b. Probable Cause & Declaration forms 
 
c. Booking Slips 
 
d. Property forms and bags 
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3. Undercover items 
 

a. Overnight bag, clothing & toiletries  
 
b. Identification, business cards and other items to verify your identity 
 
c. Expense funds ($200 - $400). 

 
 

 V. MASSAGE INSPECTIONS 
 

A. PURPOSE 
 

1. Operations targeting massage establishments are designed to investigate 
illegal activities and regulatory violations within the massage industry.   

 
2. These operations may target not only individual employees, but also the 

owner(s) and/or operators of the businesses. 
 

B. OVERVIEW 
 

1. The Vice Unit will conduct routine and frequent inspections of massage 
businesses.   

 
2. These investigations will focus on regulatory violations, illegal activities 

and complaints associated with massage parlors, and their potential to be 
part of organized crime activities. 

 
C. ENFORCEMENT PROTOCOL 

 
1. COVERT  

 
a. Massage operations may be conducted in either a covert or 

overt capacity.  
 
 b. In a covert operation, operators will enter the massage 

establishment posing as a customer.  Operators will pay for a 
massage using their investigative funds.   

 
c. Generally, the operator will be directed to a room where the 

money will be collected, and the operator will be told to get 
ready for the massage.   

 
d. During the massage, the operator will attempt to get a 

solicitation or agreement to an act of prostitution.  
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e. If a solicitation or agreement to an act of prostitution occurs, 
the operator will get an act of furtherance (i.e. exchange of 
money).   

 
f. The operator will then give a pre-designated arrest signal to 

his/her cover units, advising them to enter the business and 
make the arrest. 

 
g. If the elements for the crime are met, the detectives have the 

following choices for disposition: Cite and release, Transport 
to jail, Request for Notify Warrant. 

 
h. During a covert inspection, the operator will look for regulatory 

violations, in addition to illegal activity.   
 
i. Regulatory violations are non-criminal violations relating to the 

operation and conduct of massage establishments and employees. 
  
 j. Regulatory violations may include improper touching, unsanitary 

conditions or lack of proper equipment.   
 
k. If an operator observes a regulatory violation, but no criminal 

violation, the operator will maintain his/her undercover capacity 
and finish the operation.  

  
l. Once the operator has left the establishment, the massage therapist 

will be identified and the operator will complete a regulatory 
violation report for the California Massage Therapy Council.  

  
m. Regulatory violations can affect a business’ license and/or an 

employee’s permit, ranging from suspension to revocation. 
 

2. OVERT 
 

a. Overt inspections of massage businesses are designed primarily to 
check for regulatory violations and improper permits.  

  
b. Although criminal activity may be more difficult to detect and 

prove during an overt inspection, substantial intelligence may be 
gathered for future covert operations.  

 
c. Detectives doing overt inspections will identify themselves as Vice 

detectives and advise the establishment they are there to conduct 
an inspection of the premises and permits.   

 
d. Any regulatory violation observed should be documented in a 

regulatory violation report and sent to the California Massage 
Therapy Council.   
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3. STRIP/TOUCHING POLICY 
 

a. Nudity is an expected practice in legitimate massage businesses.  
  
b. Operators working in a covert capacity will be asked to get 

undressed or “get ready” for the massage.  If an operator does not 
totally undress for the massage, the massage therapist may suspect 
that the operator is an undercover police officer.  

  
c. Operators may be totally nude during a covert inspection of a 

massage establishment if sufficient evidence to support an arrest 
has not been previously obtained.  

 
d. Operators should conclude their inspections as soon as safely 

possible after obtaining sufficient evidence to support the suspected 
violation of the law.  This should be discussed with a supervisor, if 
possible, prior to conducting the operation.  

 
e. If suspects attempt to engage officers in prostitution, officers shall 

terminate the contact as soon as it can be done safely. Officers will 
not engage in sexual conduct while working in an official capacity.  

 
f. Massage therapists will often expose their breasts or crotch area 

and request the operator to touch these parts in an attempt to 
prove they are not police officers. 

   
g. Operators shall not intentionally touch exposed or covered genitals 

(or breasts on females) of suspects (excepting lawful searches 
incident to an arrest). Skin to skin touching by a massage therapist 
to an operator’s crotch area is prohibited.   

 
h. Operators must remember they might be called upon to testify to such 

activity in open court and should limit their activity accordingly.  
 
D. SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITY   
 

1. A supervisor will monitor covert massage inspections. Supervisors will 
ensure the safety and integrity of the undercover operation. 

 
E. TEAM LEADER 

  
1. Prior to starting an undercover operation a Team Leader will be 

designated.  
 
2. The Team Leader is responsible for the set up and overall coordination of 

the undercover operation.  
 
3. The Team Leader will determine the target locations based on personal 
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knowledge/observations, confidential informants, citizen complaints, and 
input from other Vice Unit members.  

 
4. The Team Leader is also responsible for making sure all necessary 

equipment is available and working properly.  
 
5. Prior to starting the operation, the Team Leader will hold a briefing, going 

over the operational goals and any pertinent intelligence information.  
 

F. PERSONNEL  
 

1. Undercover massage inspections require a supervisor, an operator, and a 
surveillance/arrest team comprised of at least two officers.  

 
2. Additional personnel will help in the success of the operation and add to 

the safety of all those involved. Assignments can be broken down as 
follows: 

 
a. Sergeant - Overall responsibility for the safety and integrity of 

operation. 
 

b. Team Leader - Responsible for set up and coordination of operation. 
 

c. Operator - Undercover officer posing as a client in a massage 
establishment. 

 
d. Surveillance Team - Officers assigned to monitor the “wire” and 

advise other team members of the status of the operator. 
 

e. Arrest Team - Officers assigned to enter the establishment once the 
arrest signal has been given. 

 
3. If available, additional officers should be assigned to secure any exits from 

the business during the arrest portion of the operation.   
 
4. A supervisor should also enter with the arrest team to coordinate the 

arrest and determine if additional assistance is needed. 
 

G. AFTER ACTION RESPONSIBILITIES  
 

1. If the elements for the crime are met, the detectives have the 
following choices for disposition: Cite and release, Transport to jail,  
Request for Notify Warrant.  

 
2. If a transport is necessary, a marked police unit should transport the 

prisoner to Headquarters for processing.   
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3. A copy of the report should be sent to the Vice Administration by the 
next business day so appropriate administrative action can be taken.   

 
4. Any money paid will be recovered, if an arrest is made.  
 

H. MASSAGE DETAIL CHECKLIST 
 

The following items are recommended when conducting an operation: 
 

1. Surveillance Equipment 
 

a. Wire, extra batteries 
 
b. Monitors, extra batteries 
 
c. Recording equipment, extra batteries 

 
3. Processing paperwork 
 

a. Arrest top sheets 
 
b. Probable Cause & Declaration forms 
 
c. Booking Slips 
 
d. Property forms and bags 
 
e. Handcuffs/Flex cuffs 

 
4. Undercover items 
 

a. Appropriate Clothing  
 
b. Identification, business cards and other items to verify your identity 
 
c. Expense funds ($200 - $400). 
 
 

VI. NIGHT ALCOHOL VIOLENCE TEAM/ABC OPERATIONS 
 

A. PURPOSE 
   
1. Vice Operations has one team with the primary responsibility for 

conducting both regulatory and criminal enforcement in alcohol-related 
establishments.  This team is referred to as the Night Alcohol and Violence 
Reduction Team (N.A.V.R team). 

 
2. The N.A.V.R. team will reduce alcohol-related crime that is bar-related in 
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the City of San Diego Entertainment Districts through education, 
community partnerships and enforcement of the conditions of 
Entertainment permits and Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC) Business 
licenses. 

 
3. The N.A.V.R. team will enforce Business and Profession Codes and liaison 

with the ABC law enforcement officers. 
 
4. The mission of the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control is 

to administer the provisions of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Act in a 
manner that fosters and protects the health, safety, welfare, and economic 
well-being of the people of the State. 

 
 

B. OVERVIEW 
 

1. The N.A.V.R. Team will conduct covert and overt operations to identify 
those establishments that are in violation of regulatory laws that 
contribute to alcohol-related violence. 

 
a. This involves enforcement of the Penal Code, Business and 

Professions Code, Municipal Code, and SDPD-issued 
Entertainment Permits. 

 
2. The N.A.V.R. team will conduct enforcement action to gain compliance 

and corrective action by the establishments that are identified as violating 
any alcohol-related administrative and/or criminal laws.  

 
3. Keeping businesses in compliance will provide a safer environment for 

patrons, employees, and the community. 
 
4. The N.A.V.R. team will strive to meet monthly goal hours for police-

regulated businesses.   
 

C. ENFORCEMENT PROTOCOL 
 

1.  ENTERTAINMENT 
 

a. The majority of inspections conducted by the N.A.V.R. team are at 
a business possessing a SDPD- issued Entertainment Permit.  San 
Diego Municipal Code section § 33.1502 defines entertainment as: 

 
(1) Any single event, a series of events, or an ongoing activity 

or business, occurring alone or as part of another business, 
to which the public is invited or allowed to watch, listen, or 
participate, or is conducted for the purposes of holding the 
attention of, gaining the attention of, or diverting or 
amusing guests or patrons, including: 
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(b) Presentations by single or multiple performers, such 

as hypnotists, pantomimes, comedians, musical song 
or dance acts, plays, concerts, any type of contest; 
sporting events, exhibitions, carnival, rodeo, or 
circus acts, demonstrations of talent; shows, reviews, 
any other such activity which may be attended by 
members of the public. 

 
(c)  Dancing to live or recorded music. 
 
(d) The presentation of recorded music played on 

equipment which is operated by an agent or 
contractor of the establishment, commonly known 
as “DJ” or “disc jockey”. 

 
b.  It is a misdemeanor to provide entertainment without a SDPD- 

issued Entertainment Permit unless you meet one of the exemptions 
listed in San Diego Municipal Code section §33.1504.  Common 
exceptions encountered are: 

 
(1) Entertainment is limited to a juke box. 
 
(2) Entertainment provided for members and their guests at a 

private club having an established membership. 
 
(3) Entertainment conducted by a 501(c) (3) tax exempt 

organization where all proceeds are used exclusively for the 
benevolent purposes of the organization. 

 
(4)  Ambient or incidental music such as a piano player, 

strolling violinist, or mariachi band. 
 
(5)  For a full list of exemptions see SDMC § 33.1504. 
 

c. Detectives should be as knowledgeable as possible about a business 
before conducting an inspection.  Factors to consider should be: 
whether or not the business has a SDPD-issued Entertainment 
Permit, whether entertainment is being provided, and whether the 
business serves alcohol. 

 
d.  It is important to remember that the conditions on a SDPD-issued 

Entertainment Permit only apply if the business is providing 
entertainment, unless the permit specifically states otherwise.  
Furthermore, the conditions for every business are different and 
must be verified before enforcement action is taken. 
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2.  OVERT INSPECTIONS 
 

a. In both overt and covert inspections, the most important factors 
regarding reducing alcohol-related violence are not serving alcohol 
to intoxicated persons, not serving alcohol to minors, and having 
the required number of licensed security guards. 

 
b. During overt inspections, detectives should observe the business 

from the exterior without identifying themselves, if possible.  
Things to look for from outside the business include: 

 
(1) Noise level 
 
(2) Line management/crowding in front of the business 
 
(3) Open doors/windows 
 
(4) Visible security guards 

 
c. After observing the business, the detective conducting the 

inspection should contact the employee working at the front door of 
the business, if there is one, and identify themselves.  The employee 
should be asked what the current occupancy (referred to as “the 
count”) of the business is.  The business must be able to provide an 
accurate count of the patrons and staff inside at all times.   

 
d. If the business cannot provide a count, have them refuse entry to 

patrons until they can provide it. 
 
e. The business is required to keep copies of their Entertainment 

Permit and ABC license posted inside the business.  The business is 
required to produce their copy of their permit upon demand. 

 
f. Once the count of the patrons inside the business has been 

established, the inspecting detective should determine the number 
of security guards required to be working at that time.   

 
g. Different businesses require different numbers of guards, based on 

the conditions in their permit.  A common requirement is one 
security guard stationed at the entrance to the area where 
entertainment is being provided and, in addition to that one, one 
guard for every 50 patrons in the area where entertainment is 
being provided. 

 
h. Security guards are required to be licensed by the State of 

California Department of Consumer Affairs.  While they are 
required to carry a physical copy of their license on their person, 
they often do not.  The licenses may be verified through the Bureau 
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of Security and Investigative Services’ website 
(http://www.bsis.ca.gov).  

 
i.  While the lead detective is conducting their inspection, other 

detectives can walk through the interior of the business to ensure 
the business is not providing entertainment in areas prohibited by 
their permit, is not serving alcohol to underage persons, and is not 
serving alcohol to subjects who are intoxicated. 

 
3. COVERT INSPECTIONS 
 

a. Covert inspections will be conducted by detectives in a plain clothes 
capacity.  They will enter the business and observe activities inside 
without identifying themselves.  

 
b. They will primarily be looking for the same violations observed 

during an overt inspection.  However, detectives will not take 
immediate enforcement action unless the violation presents an 
immediate threat to public safety. 

 
c. Instead, the violation will later be documented on a Notice of 

Violation. 
 
d. Inspections can combine covert and overt elements, either by 

having covert detectives inside the bar observing the business while 
other detectives conduct an overt inspection or by having detectives 
enter the business covertly, make observations, then identifying 
themselves and conducting an overt inspection. 

 
4. PERSONNEL 
 

a. The N.A.V.R. team currently consists of a Detective Sergeant and 
four detective positions. 

 
b. There is also a Police Officer II position assigned to the Detective 

Sergeant of N.A.V.R. team.  This police officer will assist with the 
administrative aspects of alcohol enforcement.  

 
1.) Provide timely review and processing of all noise-related 

entertainment permitting.  Noise-related entertainment 
permitting encompasses eleven different permit types. 

 
2.) To provide yearly permit renewal, establish new permits 

and single event permits and promoters. 
 
3.) Conduct inspections of entertainment industries and 

compliance checks. 
 

http://www.bsis.ca.gov/
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4.) To process Notice of Violations that are issued by the Night 
Vice Operations teams.  The officer will conduct daytime 
follow-up contacts as directed by the N.A.V.R. team.   

 
D.  ABC OPERATIONS 
 

1. ABC facilitates the Grant Assistance Program (GAP) along with many 
other mini-grant opportunities.  The grants are typically one year in 
duration; are specific in the types of operations to be conducted; and are 
limited to a specified amount of funds to be expended in an overtime 
capacity (www.abc.gov). 

 
2. LEAD Program is a free, voluntary prevention and education program for 

the retail licensees, their employees and applicants.  It began on January 
1st, 1991 with a grant from the California Office of Traffic Safety.  The 4-
hour training classes are offered at a variety of locations throughout 
California.  Instruction is provided on checking various forms of 
identification, detecting and preventing illegal activity and reducing 
liability.   

 
3.  LEAD training is a common requirement for staff as a condition on 

SDPD- issued Entertainment Permits. 
 
4. The grant agency must host a minimum of one LEAD class for ABC 

licensees located within the grantee’s jurisdiction during the term of the 
grant.  The grant agency must provide the location and distribute 
letters/flyers with training dates/times to retail establishments.  Training is 
provided by the ABC’s LEAD Unit. 

 
5. Minor Decoy Program 
 

a. The program targets businesses that sell alcohol to minors.  Under 
the direct supervision of law enforcement, minor decoys enter 
businesses that sell alcohol and attempt to purchase the alcohol.  
Violators are cited.  ABC officers must be present for this type of 
operation. 

 
6. Shoulder Tap Program 
 

a. The program targets adults who furnish alcohol to minors.  Under 
the direct supervision of law enforcement, minor decoys approach 
strangers outside of alcohol establishments and solicit the adult to 
purchase alcohol for him/her.  Violators are cited. 

 
7. Trap Door Program 
 

a. The program targets minors in possession of false ID’s being used 
to provide entry into establishments where alcohol is being 

http://www.abc.gov/
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consumed.  False ID’s are confiscated and violators are cited.  
Detectives stand at the entrance of the business along with security 
guards to assist in checking patrons’ identification as they enter the 
business. 
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	1. The operation will take place at a location deemed to be the most safe and effective depending on the circumstances.  “John Details” may take place in front of a motel where police operators will occupy motel rooms.
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